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From the Webmaster: 
Spring has sprung! Leaves are popping out, flowers 
are blooming and the iris season quickly approaches 
here. In this, our fifth issue of Flags, I am pleased to 
present you with an article by Cameron Hall giving us 
an overview of some of the best brown irises of the 
20th century. Cameron has been a member of HIPS 
almost since its’ founding and has done much to 
preserve extremely rare historic irises in his Virginia 
garden. We also have a great exploration of 
‘Sambucina’ by our longtime member Laetitia Munro. 
What are you growing under this name? Please let us 
know. And that makes another great issue thanks to 
our many contributors. You are all appreciated! 

 

Welcome! 
HIPS would like to welcome two Display Gardeners to 
the program. 2012 sees the return of Kathryn Mohr, 
who has relocated to Ballston Lake, NY, and is ready 
to show off her collection again. Also, Sandra 
Eggertson of St. Andrews in Manitoba, Canada, is new 
to the program. That brings us to 5 Canadian Display 
Gardens! Many thanks to Laetitia Munro for a job well 
done, & to all members who generously share their 
gardens. Please see our website for gardens near you. 





Looking Back: 
Schreiner’s Iris Lover’s catalog for 1949 
 
It’s no April Fool’s joke to tell you how fantastic the 
Schreiner’s catalogs have been over the decades. 
Probably America’s longest running commercial iris 
garden, they are still going strong in their 87th year. 
Francis Xavier Schreiner put out his first sales list in 
1925. They’ve come a long way since then. That’s their 
display garden on the front cover, and some of the 
seedling beds on the back cover. A visit to their 
gardens is an unforgettable experience. You’ll get your 
chance to see it in 2015 when Portland once again 
hosts the AIS Convention.  
 
In the meantime learn more about the Schreiner’s 
history and their amazing iris creations in the 
Schreiner’s Tribute at Brighton Park Irises: 
http://www.brightonparkiris.com/schreiner.html 
 
In 1949 Schreiner’s introduced their own creation 
‘Confetti’, the Becherer’s ‘Honolulu Blue’, and Jean 
Stevens’ incomparable  white and yellow amoena 
‘Pinnacle’, which was one of the most amazing color 
breaks for tall bearded irises of the day.  
 
Here are a few descriptions from the lovely 1949 issue 
of their catalog, which also contained the most recent 
symposium of top 100 favorites, gardens plans and 
varietal lists for beautiful plantings, varieties listed by 
color class, cultural information, and a large section 
devoted to daylilies as well. 

 
‘Aladdin’s Wish’: Blue brushed cream with the 
brushings as if chalked on rather than blended. The 
cream color radiates through the flower like the gentle 
rays of the sun. Blooms are very large, most unusual 
and lovely. A real innovation. 
 
‘Confetti’: A most unusual plicata. Confetti is the first 
tall, well branched pink plicata with large flowers and 
very heavy substance. It is a striking flower delightfully 
flared, beautiful in form and fresh in appearance. The 
markings and stipplings are pink on creamy white 
without the pearly sub-tint present in so many of this 
kind. The branching, placement on the stem and 
smart, trim carriage of the flowers are extra good. 
Confetti is pretty, bright and snappy. 
 
‘Mulberry Rose’: An imposing Iris that is really 
different. A self of radiant, lovely mulberry-rose – an 
unusual shade in the deep pink class. Its intrinsic value 
is its novel color that stands out from afar in the 
garden. Large sized blooms, self colored, tall-stemmed 
and well branched, displaying the beauty of the flower 
to fine advantage. Considered by authorities as one of 
the most unusual new colors developed in iris. 
 
‘Solid Mahogany’: Mahogany-red, the smoothest 
deep flowered grand new red. Large flowers of good 
substance, one of the darkest reds. Finely formed, 
smoothly finished and heavily textured, fine branching. 
Top honors go to this imposing new Iris in the deep red 
class.

http://www.brightonparkiris.com/schreiner.html


The Digital Messenger 
Iris News from around the Internet 

 
• The World of Irises, the AIS Blog, welcomes 

Bryce Williamson to the list of contributors. 
Follow all the posts and enjoy the photos at:                             
http://theamericanirissociety.blogspot.com/ 

 
• Cali-Zona Gold, the 2012 AIS Convention takes 

place from April 16-21 in Ontario, CA. Historic iris 
lovers might be interested in the auction for an 
original copy of W.R. Dykes classic tome The 
Genus Iris, to benefit the Aril Society 
International. Get all your Convention info here: 
http://www.region15ais.org/convention/ 

 
• If you’re on the east coast of the US you won’t 

want to miss the spectacular show at the Presby 
Memorial Iris Gardens. Not on the east coast? 
Get a peek from anywhere with their live webcam 
of the main beds. Check it out here: 
http://tinyurl.com/presbywebcam 
 

• Don’t miss their special Mother’s Day events. 
Spend the day in the garden with live music and 
boxed lunches. Details here: 
 

http://www.facebook.com/events/397282510290572/ 
 

Got a link to share?  Drop me a line at: 
garden.of.mu@gmail.com 

 
• Be sure and take your camera as the 2012 AIS 

Photo Contest is coming up. Submissions are 
accepted from April 1st thru June 30th. More info 
at the AIS website here: 
 http://tinyurl.com/AISphoto 
 

• Spring is the time to visit iris display gardens. 
The HIPS website is now updated with info on all 
the participating gardens. Browse the listings or 
download the PDF document of all the gardens, 
which includes numerous beautiful photos, at our 
website: http://www.hips-roots.com/ 
 

• The HIPS Rhizome Sale is coming soon! Sale 
listings will be up this spring for summer delivery. 
Order early, there is a limited amount of each 
variety and many rare ones sell out fast. 

http://theamericanirissociety.blogspot.com/
http://www.region15ais.org/convention/
http://tinyurl.com/presbywebcam
http://www.facebook.com/events/397282510290572/
mailto:garden.of.mu@gmail.com
http://tinyurl.com/AISphoto
http://www.hips-roots.com/




Brown Irises, An Appreciation 
By Cameron Hall, VA 
Photos by Mike Unser & Phil Edinger 
 
I find it surprising to learn that many irisarians don’t like brown irises and refuse to grow them, 
while with me it’s just the opposite; I find brown irises particularly attractive. I remember reading 
somewhere that there are only two brown flowers, the iris and the chrysanthemum, but to these I 
would add the all brown form of the gloriosa daisy as well as one or more of the orchids. 
 
What, then, is the first brown iris? Years ago I read that ‘Jean Cayeux’ was the first light brown iris, 
and that ‘Louvois’ was the first dark brown one. However, as I was assembling material for this 
article, I learned that ‘Tobacco Road’ (Kleinsorge, 1942) was the first true brown iris. Is that so? 
 
In the 1920s Arthur Bliss used his own ‘Dominion’ extensively in hybridizing and got some very 
interesting things, some of which gave the effect of brown or brownish-purple. Chief among these 
were ‘Bruno’ (1922) and ‘Grace Sturtevant’ (1926), both handsome irises. At the end of the 
decade two more irises were introduced in this country, both of which have some claim to being 

brown; the better known of the two is 
Franklin Mead’s ‘King Midas’ (1928), 
very popular when it was introduced and 
well worth growing today. A good grower 
and good bloomer also, it added a new color note to the gardens of its day. A 
clump of ‘King Midas’ in full bloom is a real delight. The other iris was not as 
well known; it is by Hans Peter Sass and is a small tall bearded variety called 
‘Churchmouse’ (1929), which the color chart designates as Hayes brown. Not 
the easiest iris to grow, this is quite rare. Another poor grower, for me at any 
rate, is ‘Copper Lustre’ by Dr. Kirkland and introduced in 1934. This was 
enough of a novelty at that time to be voted our 8th Dykes Medalist. It is hard 
for us today to see any attractiveness in it. If it were not a Dykes Medal winner 
chances are it would not be grown now. 
 
In the 1930s two Cayeux irises stand out in the development of brown irises, 
‘Jean Cayeux’ (1931) and ‘Louvois’ (1936). The former is a descendant of 
‘Bruno’, and its coloring is striking and unique. Described as Havana brown, it 
is an electric shade of light tan different from anything else in its day; a clump 
in full bloom stands out over the entire garden. ‘Louvois’ is somewhat darker, 
duller, a more reddish and a lot more ho-hum. 



It was during this period that the introductions of Dr. 
Rudolph Kleinsorge began to appear, and brown irises as 
we know them today finally emerged. A bed planted with 
Kleinsorge irises is a rich medley of glowing reds, browns, 
yellows and every imaginable shade of tan. True orange 
did not appear, however, until the early sixties. To mention 
only a few of the Doctor’s irises I would cite as among the 
brownest ‘Buckskin’ (1939) and ‘Bryce Canyon’ (1944), 
both wonderful irises. Another one is a personal favorite 
‘Pretty Quadroon’ (1948). I liked the name before I ever 
saw the iris. ‘Cordovan’ (1946) was always considered 
one of the best Kleinsorge browns, but has unfortunately 
become lost. [Ed. - Not so! It still grows in Germany.] ‘Old 
Parchment’ (1939), another well-known Kleinsorge 
production, is hard to describe. It’s between tan and 

mushroom, very unusual and very attractive. A later introduction from the 1950s is ‘Thotmes III’, which has been described as a 
glorified ‘Tobacco Road’. Since the “Road” is no longer with us perhaps it is good thing we have this approximation to it; also ‘El Paso’ 
(1949), a golden brown child of ‘Tobacco Road’. The last of the Kleinsorge iris and we can say we’ve gone out in a blaze of color! 
‘Sunset Blaze’ (1948) is truly that, a copper flower that has caught on fire! Gorgeous, and again, one of my personal favorites. One 
other iris compares to this; it is by Agnes Whiting and is called ‘Campfire Glow’ (1946). Wonderful purple based foliage. 
 
Another hybridizer who got on the “brown bandwagon” in the 40s was Fred DeForest, who came out with at least three excellent brown 
irises. Two of these, ‘Casa Morena’ (1943) and ‘Al Borak’ (1952), both showed real merit, but it was with the third one that he hit the 

jackpot, showing that ‘Copper Lustre’ was not the only 
brown iris to win the Dykes Medal. ‘Argus Pheasant’, 
introduced in 1948, is a large, brilliant golden brown, a 
really gorgeous creation. It seems almost unfair that his 
brown iris should win the Dykes Medal while Dr. 
Kleinsorge, who specialized in them, never did. He 
garnered a number of awards but never the Dykes Medal. 
 
Possibly the most famous brown of the 50s is Grant 
Mitsch’s dazzling concoction ‘Inca Chief’ (1952); another 
iris that serves to light up the entire garden, and taller than 
most browns. There are some collectors who prefer 
another brown iris by Mitsch called ‘Hermit Thrush’ 
(1955), an excellent variety but lacking the charisma of 
‘Inca Chief’. 
 



The Schreiner’s also contributed some splendid brown irises in the 50s. ‘Brass Accents’ (1959) and ‘Olympic Torch’ (1958), both 
quite famous in their day, are large handsome tan irises, but ‘Bronze Bell’ (1955) is a magnificent true brown, deep and rich. This is 
one I wouldn’t want to be without. In the 60s their ‘Gingersnap’ (1955) was justly popular, a good grower and a splendid bloomer, a 
real milestone in the long procession of outstanding brown irises. 
 
There are several irises roughly from this time period of varying degrees of interest that merit attention. Among them is a brown iris by 
Dr. Loomis called ‘Brown Thrasher’. If it weren’t so rare and hard to find it might be better known. The darkest brown iris of all is 
probably ‘Dark Chocolate’ (1952), by Murray, a handsome masculine iris. Its counterpart 20 years later is ‘Melted Chocolate’ (1977), 
by Daling, which was a major hybridizing accomplishment. Then there’s a clever little brown and yellow iris called ‘Millionaire’, 
introduced in 1956 by Tell Muhlstein for Roy Brizendine, most attractive and different from anything else of the period. Grows well and 
blooms well too. Mrs. Crescent Deru, a protégée of “Uncle Tell”, came out with ‘Chocoleto’. This is a 1959 border bearded variety with 
exceptionally good branching and one of its parents is ‘Tobacco Road’. Whenever I look at ‘Chocoleto’ I think to myself that it’s probably 
as close as I’ll ever come to seeing what ‘Tobacco Road’ looked like. 
 
Before we go into the 70s mention must be made of the two superb 
brown irises by Chet Tompkins, both of which have achieved the status 
of minor classics. ‘Gingerbread Castle’ (1967) never was quite as 
famous as ‘Gingersnap’, but I always liked it the more of the two; to me 
it is the epitome of what a brown iris should be. And if Tompkins had 
never given us anything else but ‘Starburst’ (and maybe ‘Camelot 
Rose’) I would always be very deeply in his debt. This is an 
unbelievably rich iris from 1967, the color of a new penny, and is one of 
my all-time favorites. (I have a lot of them.) Another one is also from 
the late 60s but never got the exposure that many of the others did. It is 
by Hooker and Tell introduced it in 1966. I love the name – it is called 
‘Acorn’, the brown iris par excellence. It deserves to be reintroduced. 
 
There are a few more brown irises from the 70s and 80s, really too late 
for this discussion, but all so pretty that they must be mentioned: 
 
‘Carnival Time’ and ‘Brindisi’ by Schreiner 
‘Veneer’ and ‘Caliph’ by Ghio 
‘Cable Car’ by Luihn 
‘Rustler’, a remarkable iris by Keith Keppel 
 
I recommend all of these. Try growing them – you’ll thank me. They are 
spectacular. And now that I have run out of adjectives it is time to quit. 
 
      







 Varietal Spotlight: 
 

‘YVES LASSAILLY’ 
 

(Cayeux, R. 1928) TB 40"+ L,  
From the Cayeux et LeClerc catalog for 1930: "Up to 
the present time, we have not seen anything yet in the 
way of this fine and distinct Iris; the delightful colors, 
the enormous size and the perfect shape of its flowers 
are unrivalled. S. pure white. F. wide, almost flat 
spreaded with a suffusion of soft sky-blue on the 
center; large throat strongly reticulated fawn; the 
whole of an exquisitely fresh appearance. As seen on 
the figure, the firm stems 4 feet high, well branched, 
bears 4 to 5 flowers expended at the time. 
Exceedingly free, a grand toned Iris for landscape." 
[sic] 



Sleuthing Sambucina 
By Laetitia Munro, NJ 

 
If you like to read about the history of iris, one of the earliest ‘named’ iris that you will find is Sambucina. Even if you don’t grow it, when 
you look at the images of it, I am sure many of you will recognize the diploid as something familiar, either growing in your garden as a 
NOID or under the name Sambucina. Sambucina derives its name from the Elder, also known as Sambucus – because it smelled like 
the flowers of that shrub. The earliest reference I found is from Johnson’s Botanical Dictionary, from 1658, describing the ‘Elder-scented 
Iris’ I. sambucina, originally from Southern Europe with blue flowers and introduced to Britain in 1658. Linnaeus is officially recognized 
as naming this iris in 1759 (see AIS checklist of 1939). Where it is described as a “wild hybrid” and being known by several old names, 
most have been superseded. 
 
Botanists at the time accepted, although doubted Sambucina as a valid species until Dykes determined it was a “hybrid of wild species, 
I. pallida and I. variegata” (Gardeners Chronicle, 1907) and “has no specific value.” He based this upon finding Sambucina and 
Squalens growing in the wild where the natural habitat of pallida and variegata overlapped in Tyrol and Dalmatica, describing the 
hybrids as of a “smoky” color. These two are often mentioned together, Sambucina having the clearer “plum purple” color with darker 
haft veins on a yellow white ground, while its “cousin” Squalens is of a “muddy or “squalid” color as the blue and yellow of the parents 
“struggle for mastery”. Dykes implies multiple forms of each iris, as “numerous hybrids” have long existed in our gardens but is of no 
great ornament to them” (Gardener’s Chronicle 4/18/1914).   
 
Fast forward to Sambucina being offered in American iris catalogs, specifically Bertrand Farr’s catalog for 1912, where it is described as 
“a very fragrant species, with the odor of the elder from which is derives its name. S coppery rose: F rosy purple with an orange crest, 
very showy.” Actually Farr lists 4 different Sambucinas for sale! The others forms being a lavender flushed bronze/violet, another is rose 
lilac, and the last being a “clouded lavender”/rich purple. Squalens is also sold in catalogs, but now, Squalens is no longer “muddy” but 
described in colors of bronze, copper and fawn. The Sambucina form most frequently mentioned in commerce is the one with coppery 
rose standards and rose purple falls. Sambucina drops out of commercial iris growers catalogs in the early 1920’s, as newer bigger 
hybrid iris became available. But the iris passed along under that name, either by historic iris sellers or collectors continues to this day. 
 
So I turned to some HIPS members to “show me your Sambucinas” and I asked also what do they smell like. Ethel Peckham who 
compiled the 1939 AIS checklist, described iris fragrance, and pointed out that Sambucina had the most pungent or distasteful scent, 
and was  at one end of the fragrance spectrum, the other end, being the sweet and pleasant pallida. 
 
While I grow a rosy copper/purple iris which was given to me as Sambucina, others, particularly from Europe, are of a more purple hue. 
But no one remembers the scent, and no one could tell me what Elder flowers smell like! Another thing we know is that Dykes 
describes a Sambucina that he owned as having PBF. 
 
Below we have some pictures of what Sambucina “might” look like, including three old botanical illustrations along with some current 
photos of Sambucina and a selection of noids which might be Sambucina.  



     

William Curtis 
Illustration 1792 

Johan Sturm 
Illustration 1796 

Redoute Illustration 1805 Sambucina – Germany Sambucina - Germany 

 

     

Sambucina - Montana Sambucina - Washington Sambucina - Wisconsin Sambucina - New Jersey Sambucina - Washington 
 

     
NOID - Midwest NOID - NY NOID - Maryland NOID - Missouri Sambucina – Presby,  NJ 

 



But this story does not end here. I would like all of you to sniff your Sambucina and similar noids and send me a note at 
Sugarbean1@optonline.com letting me know if they have a scent, if they have PBF, and if you believe you are growing one of the 
Sambucina forms. Also, let me know if you think it smells like Elder – that is, if you know what Elder smells like! 
 
Fortunately, Mike our Webmaster is going to go out and sniff the Elders which he reports are growing in his part of the country, and report 
back so we all will know what they really smell like. I look forward to publishing a Part II in the next issue of Flags to update you on what 
you, our members, can tell me. 

 
What’s in a Name? 
 
‘Picador’ – (B.Y. Morrison, 1930), TB 48” E-M 
 
From National Iris Gardens catalog for 1936: "The FINEST yellow variegata. 
This is the brightest contrast of colors, having honey yellow S. and mineral 
red F. It cannot be recommended too highly, and we assure you that you will 
like this variety when it blooms in your garden. Hardy everywhere. One of 
the five best irises grown." 
 
Howard Weed was not wrong in his assessment of the wonderful old variety 
‘Picador’, a creation of B.Y. Morrison and one of the best old irises to have 
in your collection. A clump in full bloom will knock your socks off. The 
beautiful flowers have the added benefit of a delicious ‘cream soda’ 
fragrance, heavy and sweet. The flowers are topped with golden standards 
flushed red giving a bronze effect, while the falls are a deep plush red-violet 
handsomely reticulated with white at the hafts, adorned with a jaunty golden 
beard. 
 
But what about that name? A Picador is one of the pair of horsemen in 
a Spanish bullfight that jab the bull with a lance. They perform in the tercio 
de varas which is the first of the three stages in a Spanish bullfight. As with 
everything in a Spanish bullfight, the Picador is garbed in brightly colored & 
richly embellished clothing and accessories, just like this beautiful iris. A 
modern attitude doesn’t condone such cruelty for the sake of showmanship, 
but the history buff can see the larger cultural picture. Try it, you’ll like it. 
 

mailto:Sugarbean1@optonline.com
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Horse
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spain
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bullfight
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lance




Pewee - 1934, MTB M WW.   
From the Longfield Iris Farm catalog for 1934: "A tiny 
pure white flower on gracefully well branched stems.17 
inches high. A perfect little gem." 
 

Warbler - R&I 1935, IB M Y4L.  
From the Longfield Iris Farms catalog for 1937: "A very 
small, clean yellow formal flower with the wonderful 
floriferousness and clean habit of growth in mass of 
Bluet. For brilliance in the garden it cannot be 
surpassed even though it is a light yellow." 
 

Master Charles  - 1943, TB M R1D,  
From The Longfield iris Farm catalog for 1943: "S. 
True Purple with overlaying black sheen blending into 
Madder Brown at the base; F. Rich True Purple 
overlaid velvety black blending to Madder Brown on 
the haft. Beard, Mulberry Purple tipped brown. Style 
branches, crest, and midrib, Matthew's Purple, Pinard 
Yellow to almost white on edge. Flowers 4 inches by 4 
inches. Stalk 38 inches with excellent branching. 
Vigorous grower and free flowering. Midseason. 
Fragrant." 
 

Titmouse – 1934, IB M Y5M 
From Longfield Iris Farms catalog for 1934:  “Amber 
yellow speckled and edged Hortense Violet. Finely 
formed flowers on excellently branched stems 31 
inches high with 9 flowers a stalk.” 

Rhapsody – 1937, TB S3D 
From Longfield Iris Farm catalog for 1937: "This has 
been an outstanding seedling in our garden ever since 
it was first selected along with Amigo and Moonglo as 
the best three Iris in that group. In color it is like a 
lovely piece of changeable silk - a symphony in Violet 
Purple and Brown. The flower has a wonderful form 
and heavy substance. Its most outstanding feature is 
its late blooming period. When the rest of the Iris are 
showing their last bloom and looking pretty fagged out, 
this Iris begins to flower gloriously. For this reason it is 
especially valuable to hybridizers. Detail: S. arching to 
conical, Mikado Brown heavily overlaid and suffused 
Violet Purple, changeable as silk. F. rich velvety Violet 
Purple that suddenly shades into a decided Oxblood 
Red on each side of the beard, color solid to the haft. 
Beard: Deep Chrome. Style Branches: Amparo Purple, 
crests Pinard Yellow. Wide and low branched stems, 
30 inches tall. Large flowers 5" x 4½". Vigorous and 
rapid grower. Floriferous." 
 

Wabash – 1936, TB M W3D 
From Longfield Iris Farms catalog for 1936:  “A new 
amoena that is a great improvement over the well 
known Dorothy Dietz both in color and form. S. arching 
cupped, white, base slightly tinged Martin’s Yellow. F. 
slightly flaring Hyacinth Violet with very definite white 
margin. Beard Light Cadmium. 39 inches.” 



HIPS Slide Set #1 
 
Looking for photos of historic irises? HIPS now has the 
complete Slide Sets #1-6 available for order on CD. 
Linda Karr has worked hard to get all the HIPS Slide 
Sets scanned into digital form to make their distribution 
easier than ever and we owe her a big Thank You for a 
job well done.  
 
At right are just a few of the dozens of varieties 
pictured in Set #1, which are mostly pre-1950’s 
varieties. Each set has 80 slides, with the exception of 
set #1 which is missing #80 ‘Old Gold’. The photos 
range in quality as do the blooms pictured. It is a good 
reminder to us today how fortunate we are to be able 
to take and discard thousands of photos with our digital 
cameras until we get it just right. You can see many of 
the slides on the HIPS Facebook page. 
 
In the coming months we’ll be setting up an easier way 
to order the Slide Sets directly off the HIPS website 
using Paypal as we do with the other items in our 
Shoppe. But for now please contact Linda Karr at: 
iris@sprucecorner.com for information about ordering 
and prices. All proceeds go to supporting HIPS efforts 
at iris preservation. 
 
 

Thanks for your support!

mailto:iris@sprucecorner.com




From a California Garden 
An ‘Albicans’/’Madonna’ chimera 

 
  ‘Madonna’--the blue ‘Albicans’ (or is ‘Albicans’ 
the white ‘Madonna’?)--is really acting up. I have 
two stalks of ‘Madonna’ on two separate, non-
connected plants that are producing partially 
white blooms. There's also a third stalk that had 
an all-blue terminal flower but which will have a 
partly-white bloom on a branch. The first three of 
these shots are of the terminal bloom on one 
stem--the one that shows the most white in the 
flower. The final image was the first to flower and 
you can see the initial terminal bloom plus the 
first flower on the lowest branch. Sandwiched 
between these irregular examples are a shot 
each of Albicans and Madonna. 
Phil Edinger, CA 
HIPS ID Chairperson 
 
The photos have been reordered to better fit the 
page, but you get the gist of it. There are several 
varieties that are known to be genetically unstable 
and to sport chimeras regularly or even full on 
vegetative sports. ‘Albicans’/’Madonna’ is one pair, 
and the ‘Honorabile’ family is another good example. 
Dykes Medal winner ‘Beverly Sills’ has a lovely sport 
introduced as ‘Beverly In White’. If you have 
interesting blooms on your historic irises please 
share them with us on Facebook or send to: 

garden.of.mu@gmail.com

mailto:garden.of.mu@gmail.com


Looking for more on  

Historic Irises?? 
 

• Check out the great article on preserving historic 
irises by HIPS member Debra Scott at: 

http://www.squidoo.com/historic-iris-preservation. 
 

• While we’re waiting for blooms browse this great 
photo album of historic irises by Plinetta at: 

http://tinyurl.com/plinettairis 
 
 
 

Fare Thee Well 
HIPS bids a fond farewell from the Display Garden 
program to Joe & Donna Spears at Argyle Acres, 
longtime HIPS members and Display Garden 
proponents at their Texas garden. Joe is a former 
HIPS president and both have gone beyond the call of 
duty in the service of the cause of preserving historic 
irises. Their business is now for sale. This year may be 
your last chance to order from their catalog while they 
are at the helm. Please see their webpage for details 
at: http://www.argyleacres.com/  
 
 

Follow HIPS on Facebook - New photos of historic 
irises are posted almost daily. Why not share yours! 

http://www.facebook.com/historiciris 
 

Flags is a publication of the Historic Iris Preservation 
Society.  All content remains copyright of the authors 
and is used by permission. Permission to reprint 
articles is granted so long as credit for source is given.   
 
Please send your questions, comments, suggestions, 
corrections or any thing else you’d care to share with 
us to: garden.of.mu@gmail.com 
 

Please feel free to share this file! 
 

In the next issue: 
Photo Essay: Irises in Istanbul 
The Irises of Jean-Nicholas Lémon 
What’s in a name? ‘Clair De Lune’ 

… and much more!

http://www.squidoo.com/historic-iris-preservation
http://tinyurl.com/plinettairis
http://www.argyleacres.com/
http://www.facebook.com/historiciris
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	Looking Back:
	Schreiner’s Iris Lover’s catalog for 1949
	It’s no April Fool’s joke to tell you how fantastic the Schreiner’s catalogs have been over the decades. Probably America’s longest running commercial iris garden, they are still going strong in their 87th year. Francis Xavier Schreiner put out his fi...
	In the meantime learn more about the Schreiner’s history and their amazing iris creations in the Schreiner’s Tribute at Brighton Park Irises: http://www.brightonparkiris.com/schreiner.html
	In 1949 Schreiner’s introduced their own creation ‘Confetti’, the Becherer’s ‘Honolulu Blue’, and Jean Stevens’ incomparable  white and yellow amoena ‘Pinnacle’, which was one of the most amazing color breaks for tall bearded irises of the day.
	Here are a few descriptions from the lovely 1949 issue of their catalog, which also contained the most recent symposium of top 100 favorites, gardens plans and varietal lists for beautiful plantings, varieties listed by color class, cultural informati...
	‘Aladdin’s Wish’: Blue brushed cream with the brushings as if chalked on rather than blended. The cream color radiates through the flower like the gentle rays of the sun. Blooms are very large, most unusual and lovely. A real innovation.
	‘Confetti’: A most unusual plicata. Confetti is the first tall, well branched pink plicata with large flowers and very heavy substance. It is a striking flower delightfully flared, beautiful in form and fresh in appearance. The markings and stipplings...
	‘Mulberry Rose’: An imposing Iris that is really different. A self of radiant, lovely mulberry-rose – an unusual shade in the deep pink class. Its intrinsic value is its novel color that stands out from afar in the garden. Large sized blooms, self col...
	‘Solid Mahogany’: Mahogany-red, the smoothest deep flowered grand new red. Large flowers of good substance, one of the darkest reds. Finely formed, smoothly finished and heavily textured, fine branching. Top honors go to this imposing new Iris in the ...
	Iris News from around the Internet
	Pewee - 1934, MTB M WW.
	From the Longfield Iris Farm catalog for 1934: "A tiny pure white flower on gracefully well branched stems.17 inches high. A perfect little gem."
	Warbler - R&I 1935, IB M Y4L.
	From the Longfield Iris Farms catalog for 1937: "A very small, clean yellow formal flower with the wonderful floriferousness and clean habit of growth in mass of Bluet. For brilliance in the garden it cannot be surpassed even though it is a light yell...
	Master Charles  - 1943, TB M R1D,
	From The Longfield iris Farm catalog for 1943: "S. True Purple with overlaying black sheen blending into Madder Brown at the base; F. Rich True Purple overlaid velvety black blending to Madder Brown on the haft. Beard, Mulberry Purple tipped brown. St...
	Titmouse – 1934, IB M Y5M
	From Longfield Iris Farms catalog for 1934:  “Amber yellow speckled and edged Hortense Violet. Finely formed flowers on excellently branched stems 31 inches high with 9 flowers a stalk.”
	Rhapsody – 1937, TB S3D
	From Longfield Iris Farm catalog for 1937: "This has been an outstanding seedling in our garden ever since it was first selected along with Amigo and Moonglo as the best three Iris in that group. In color it is like a lovely piece of changeable silk -...
	Wabash – 1936, TB M W3D
	From Longfield Iris Farms catalog for 1936:  “A new amoena that is a great improvement over the well known Dorothy Dietz both in color and form. S. arching cupped, white, base slightly tinged Martin’s Yellow. F. slightly flaring Hyacinth Violet with v...
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